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Nothing you see is the same—colour, skyline, cultivation,
all different—and yet, for me anyway, the two countries
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Enkendaal. The Hague's good enough for a few days, but
I couldn't live in a town."
It was true; it had the ring of truth; and Lewis perceived
that Ballater's passion for Nature, underlying the vanities
with which he entertained the world, tormented while it
delighted him, because he could find no way of expressing
it. "I can't describe what I see. I try to paint it sometimes
-—just water-colour, you know. It sounds damned silly, but
I love it, though I dare say I'm no good. I've never been
taught," he added, as if that were explanation enough.
"But I've been out sketching with Julie, and she says that
with practice	"
Vanity, having reasserted itself, was overcome by a re-
collection that Julie had been quoted before. "Look here,
Alison. We've got to live together. When I begin to sing
my own praises, you tell me ... What was the news in the
Telegraaf this morning? I was in Enkendaal and didn't see
a paper."
"Nor did I," Lewis admitted.
"Would you ever? If I weren't here, I believe you'd
forget there was a war. You'd drop out even the bulletins."
"No, I shouldn't forget," Lewis said, "but it's true that
the newspapers.... If I were in England," he continued,
"I should read them every morning and evening. When
we were first shut up in the fort, I read them. And you
remember the map Jedwell had on his wall—with pins,
and red and green wool—I used to help him set it whenever
there was a movement on the western front. But even
Jedwell gave up his map. It isn't indifference. It isn't just
selfishness either...."
And while Lewis was hesitating, Ballater said unex-
pectedly; "I know what you mean. At least, I think I do.
You mean there's something almost indecent in civilian
faeaaess: pins, and red and green wools like some damned

